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New court ruling in Britain upholds right of people to know of the dangers of unproven 5G microwave

technology. In Gateshead, UK Recorder Nolan QC refused to ‘gag’ anti-5G campaigner, Mark Steele.

5G is the fifth generation cellular network technology that provides broadband access for mobile phone

users and others.

The judge asserted that “The public have a right to know” whether the next generation of wifi

communication, relying on directed powerful microwave energy, causes cancer and other health risks.

The concern is that there is very little, if any, scientific research into how the powerful microwaves from

the cell network can impact human health. To work a vast network of local antennas are connected with

the telephone network and the Internet by a high bandwidth optical fiber or wireless backhaul

connection.

Like existing cellphones, when a user crosses from one cell to another, their mobile device is

automatically “handed off” seamlessly to the antenna in the new cell.
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The Hebrew University of Jerusalem has discovered in a recent investigation that human skin acts as a

type of receptor for 5G radiation, drawing it in like an antenna.

No fewer than 26,000 Scientists Oppose 5G Roll Out.

The outcome is a bitter blow to Gateshead Council. They had hoped to use the court appearance to

ridicule Steele’s status as an ‘expert’ despite his claims that prestigious Harvard University now support

his 5G fears.

Gateshead Council has strenuously denied secretly using 5G – most notably in an infamous viral

Facebook post.

The Council had disingenuously distributed printed leaflets stating that Mark Steele is spreading pseudo

science urging the local community to:

“Please be assured that there is no scientific basis or credible evidence for any of these scare

stories about street lights causing cancer and other illnesses.”

But Judge Nolan QC found that the Council misused Police Powers to gag Steele and ordered them to

pay £11k to cover court costs. During the hearing, Steel had denied the council’s claim his behaviour

had gone over the top.

Outside, Mr Steele said he had “acted proportionally”.

“The children in my locality are bleeding from the nose – they are suffering from this

technology,” claimed the Percy Gardens inventor.

Watch the 2-minute summary video above or on YouTube here.
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Steele is supported in his activism by a growing number of independent scientists, including those at

Principia Scientific International (PSI), a registered UK non-profit dedicated to exposing false scientific

claims.

Graham Steele, brother of Mark had written to PSI for support:

“My Brother Mark is in Court Thursday 10am Newcastle Moot Hall, he is fighting an injunction

gagging order, that the Local authority has obtained against him and using it to have him imprisoned

for speaking out about the 5G secret deployment by Gateshead Local Authority.”

In response senior PSI scientist, Dr Klaus L E Kaiser agreed citing the lack of scientific studies into the

effects of 5G on living organisms:

” I do share concern over the 5G system, simply because there appears to be an utter lack of in-

depth tests performed in order to ascertain its (presumed) safety. In comparison, the many detailed

scientific studies and reviews on “chemicals”, like BPA, aspirin, and many other widely used

substances, all number in the thousands. The volumes of such are true mountains while the sum of

safety studies on the 5G systems may not even count as a molehill. That fact alone is most

astonishing!”

Dr Kaiser has written two articles on the matter:  “5G Wireless Broadband and how (not) to Boil Eggs”

and “Recommendations for 5G Communication Systems Testing.”

Judge Nolan stated Steele had put a “tremendous amount of research” into the 5G debate and that his

voice should be allowed to be heard.

The ruling is especially important being that the allegedly secret 5G rollout in Gateshead is set to

become a key public interest issue. The court’s decision will be regarded as a landmark case for other

people to start using this Court’s ruling to challenge their Councils.

Already, campaigners in Surrey, Westminster and Luton are planning legal challenges against these

allegedly toxic Microwave EMF arrays newly installed on their own LED streetlights.

Dr Kaiser endorsed that sentiment declaring:

“In my opinion, the obvious lack of concern over the 5G radiation vs. the current 4G system can only

be explained by a similar lack of understanding of the much higher photon energy of the 5G system.

As mentioned in my article (above), this is akin to equating benign visible light with skin-damaging UV

radiation.”

Dr Kaiser, speaking on behalf of PSI, assured Mr Steele that we will work together “for the common

good”.

Principia Scientific International is planning more articles exposing  the risks of mass roll outs of

untested 5G technology and the shocking ignorance among policymakers.

Read more at www.chroniclelive.co.uk and www.smombiegate.org
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PRINCIPIA SCIENTIFIC INTERNATIONAL, legally registered in the UK as a company 

incorporated for charitable purposes (company registration number 10824140),

Head Office: 27 Old Gloucester Street, London WC1N 3AX.   

Please DONATE TODAY To Help Our Non-Profit Mission To

Defend The Scientific Method.
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